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PORT WINE, ROAST MUTTON, AND PICKLED
 
OLIVES: GOURMET FOOD IN POE’S THE
 NARRATIVE OF ARTHUR GORDON PYM
Curtis Dahl
Wheaton College
During the early and middle nineteenth-century, both in America
 
and England there appeared a long series of sea stories in which the
 protagonist is a gentleman’s son, an upper-middle-class young man,
 facing sea life for 
the
 first time. The phrase “son of a gentleman” or  
“gentleman’s son” occurs again and again throughout the sea literature
 of the time. Dana uses it in Two Years Before the Mast, Ben Ezra
 Stiles Ely in There She Blows, and Marryat in Mr. Midshipman Easy
 and other novels. Melville’s Redburn: His First Voyage, Being the
 Sailor-Boy Confessions and Reminiscences of the Son-of-a-Gentleman,
 in the Merchant Service incorporates it into the title. In such non
­fiction works as Browne’s Etchings and Olmstead’s Incidents the
 author-narrators are also
 
different in class from the ordinary seamen. In  
all
 
these books class difference introduces a political or social  element.
Poe’s Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym fits precisely into this
 “gentleman’s son afloat” pattern. The Preface indicates that after his
 return from his adventure Pym moves in gentlemanly circles, even
 being in close touch with the eminent Mr. Poe. The first chapter
 emphasizes the “respectability” of his father and his wealthy
 grandfather, whose heir he expects to be. He has been a pupil at a
 private academy, where has met
 
Augustus, the son  of a  sea captain well  
known in Edgartown and New Bedford. He owns an expensive
 plaything—the little sloop-rigged sailboat Ariel, in which, after an
 inebriating party, as a “mad freak” (249)1 he and Augustus set sail and
 are run down by a New London whaler. The class emphasis is
 reinforced when to disguise himself from his grandfather he assumes a
 rough, lower-class manner of speech 
which
 thoroughly puzzles the old  
man. Even his romantic desire for hardships and dangers, for
 “pleasurably exciting” (257) experiences,
 
seems more characteristic of a  
gently raised upper-class youth than of a realistic plebian. Augustus,
 too, is emphatically a
 
gentleman’s son. He has the leisure to go to sea  
on his father’s vessel solely
 
for the sake of adventure. On the Grampus  
he is clearly special and is given a remarkably large
 
and well appointed  
stateroom for his sole use. Even after the mutiny, as the captain’s son
 he is treated differently from the common members of the crew. Later
1
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in the story, much 
is
 made of the gentlemanliness and urbanity of  
Captain
 
Guy, who rescues and befriends Pym.
One element, however, sets the Narrative of Arthur Gordon. Pym
 apart
 
from the other “gentleman’s son afloat” narratives. That element  
is its curious, constant, and insistent emphasis on food, especially
 gourmet food. No other similar sea adventure story that I know has
 this odd fixation with epicurean commestibles. Some of the
 
food and  
drink is common sea fare; some of it is intensely shocking and
 disgusting; but a strikingly large proportion of it is what can well be
 called epicurean food, delicacies of one kind of another that in such
 profusion seem unnatural on a sea voyage. At times Pym’s voyage
 reminds one of those gourmet tours to foreign lands that one see
 advertised in the travel sections. Let us look at the food in the story,
 see
 
where and how Poe introduces  it, and  speculate on  what significance  
it has.
I
Except when after the mutiny the mutineers—the “most
 
ruffianly  
of the
 
brig’s company” (279)—raid the captain’s stores and  carouse in  
the cabin on
 
his liquor, there  is a distinct difference between  the food of  
the ordinary sailors and that
 
of Augustus, Pym, and (later) Dirk Peters,  
who becomes their companion and fidus Achates. The seamen drink
 rum, not wine; they eat biscuit, salt junk,
 
boiled and roast potatoes, and  
other such sea
 
staples. There  is nothing  odd  or  unusual in their  diet. It  
is
 thoroughly
 ordinary  seamen’s fare.
Far other are
 
the edibles and  drinkables of Pym and  his  friends. In  
his
 
comfortable stateroom Augus us has not only shelves for books but  
also “a
 
kind of safe or  refrigerator” stocked with “a host  of delicacies,  
both in the eating and drinking department” 
(261).
 The large box in  
which Augustus conceals Pym in the hold—a box that 
is
 compared to  
the palace of a monarch—
is
 also amply provided with “three or four  
immense Bologna sausages, and an enormous ham, a cold leg of roast
 mutton, and half a dozen bottles of cordials and liqueurs” (262). Even
 after the Grampus has become a mere hulk, the strange emphasis on
 gourmet
 
food and drink  continues. Pym climbs down into the flooded  
cabin
 
and comes up with a bottle of port wine. Later Peters manages to  
break into the locked
 
storeroom and bring  up two jars of olives, a large  
ham, and three gallons of excellent Cape Madeira wine. An even more
 toothsome delicacy he salvages is a small tortoise. These provisions
 they lose when the hulk turns over, but the God of All Good Epicures
 has miraculously prepared for them a feast of “excellent and highly
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nutritious” 
(342)
 barnacles clinging to the now upturned bottom of the  
ship. The
 
next day they discover in the seaweed with which the hulk is  
now surrounded another sea delicacy—soft shell crabs. Tastier or more
 genteel fare could hardly be provided.
Later, after the death of Augustus, Pym and Peters are picked up
 
by  
the Jane Guy, which soon calls at Tristan da Cunha. There Captain
 Guy stocks up with such appetizing supplies as sheep, hogs, bullocks,
 rabbits, poultry, goats, fish, and fresh vegetables. But this is not all,
 for they find at Too-wit’s strange island great quantities of bê
che
 de  
mer—a delicacy highly
 
prized by Chinese voluptuaries as an ingredient  
in fine soup. There also Too-wit provides them with “tortoises as fine
 as we had ever seen”; “ducks [that] surpassed our
 
best species of wild  
fowl,
 
being exceedingly tender, juicy,  and well-flavoured”; brown celery  
and scurvy grass; a canoe load of fresh fish; a “species of shell-fish
 resembling the mussel in shape, but with the taste of an oyster”;
 shrimps, prawns, pork, and various varieties of birds’ eggs (375). And
 since they have al1 the ingredients for soup, it is only right that they
 also find nuts. Thus after the massacre of all their companions, Pym
 and Peters discover a species of filbert and, despite
 
the imminent danger  
to their lives, pause to savor them, finding them highly “palatable, and
 very nearly resembling in flavour the common English filbert” (387).
 They also
 
catch a “large black bird of the bittern species” whic  “proved  
excellent eating, although somewhat tough” (387, 390). True
 gourmands to the end, their last meal
 
recorded  in the story is on one of  
the fat, juicy tortoises which they have found in the canoe they have
 stolen
 from
 the natives for their escape.
Yet, shockingly, against both the ordinary seamen’s fare and these
 exotic, gourmet gentlemen’s delicacies Poe sets edibles of the most
 disgusting and nauseating description. Though a piece of old leather
 trunk that Pym cuts off with his knife and tries to eat is hardly
 appetizing, it 
is
 a delicate tidbit in comparison with other foodstuffs in  
the story. For instance, when before his treacherous attack Too-wit
 invites Captain Guy, Pym, Peters, and the other white men to a
 banquet, the pièce de resistance 
is
 “the palpitating entrails of a species 
of unknown animal.” To demonstrate how delicious it is, the chief
 devours “yard after yard of 
the 
enticing food” until his nauseated guests  
have to
 
leave precipitately  for fear of disgracing  themselves by  throwing  
up (374). This is hardly the gourmet food to 
which
 a young gentleman  
like Pym is accustomed. Nor is the eating of Parker pretty and
 genteel. After lots have been cast, Pym and Peters kill Parker and drink his
 blood. Then, having cut off his hands and feet, they dine of the
 
rest of
him for the next four days. The most disgusting incident of all,
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however, occurs when the ghastly Dutch ship (clearly the legendary
 
Flying Dutchman) sails by manned only 
by
 putrifying corpses and  
enveloped in a horrible stench. 
As
 the ship passes, a seagull smeared  
all over with blood ceases his feeding on one of the rotting corpses
 bobbing against the rail, flies over the brig, and from his bloody beak
 drops on the deck near Parker
 
an obscene blob of “clotted and liver-like  
substance” (320). Both Augustus and Pym eye this horrible tidbit
 hungrily
 
and only barely restrain themselves from devouring it. Here is 
anti-gourmet food with a vengeance!
Indeed, it is interesting how often throughout the story food and
 
food-related things are associated
 
with horror. It  does not seem m rely  
coincidental, for instance, that the Black cook 
is
 the most demonic of  
the mutineers. Certainly the mutineers are most bloodthirsty after
 
they  
have broken out the rum and are revelling on the captain’s stores.
 When Captain
 
Barnard is set adrift, much  of the horror is that he and his  
companions are given only a small jug of water 
and
 a few sea biscuits.  
The mate poisons Rogers, causing his stomach—note the association
 with food—to swell up obscenely. When Pym dresses up as the dead
 Rogers to frighten the mutineers, it is the “horrible deformity” of his
 bloated stomach that he takes particular pains to imitate (303).
 Similarly, Parker, terror-stricken on the hulk, tries to stab Pym in the
 stomach. Furthermore, Poe suggests that it may have been eating
 some venomous species of fish that has killed the whole company of
 the Flying Dutchman.
The crucial irony specifically concerning the gourmet food in the
 
novel, however, 
is
 that it, civilized, gentlemanly, comfortable as it  
would seem, 
is
 usually associated with dire thirst, painful starvation,  
utter
 
misery, and death or near death. Most of it is  consumed under  the  
most excruciating conditions and, instead of providing gustatory
 pleasure, forms a part of an agonizing ordeal. The life of Poe’s
 gourmet is not all truffles and pâtés 
or,
 as Dickens might say, “turtle  
soup and venison, 
on
 a  gold spoon.” It is closer  to hell.
Wracked
 
by thirst, starving and essentially  buried alive, Pym turns  
to the fine
 
food provided for him by Augustus in his hiding place in the  
hold only to discover that most of
 
it has been eaten by Tiger. Of the  
rest, the ham has putrified, and Pym’s stomach revolts at the peach
 liqueur, though he eventually impulsively gulps it 
down.
 On the hulk  
the wine and the bottled olives retrieved from the flooded storeroom
 only serve to prolong the sufferers’ misery. The ham has been spoiled
 by immersion in sea water, and the port wine produces a “species of
 delirium” (274). Pym and Peters, hiding out for their lives on the ridge
 overlooking the site of the massacre of their companions, at first
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welcome the abundant filberts, but the nuts soon afflict them with
 
“severe gripings
 
of the bowels ... [and] violent headache”  (390). Indeed,  
it is the plain, non-gourmet foods rather 
than
 the delicacies that are  
truly beneficial. Through their ordeal what the characters constantly
 need is water, good water, though at one point they manage to drink
 putrified water by mixing it with wine. It is not with epicurean fare
 but a bottle of water and four cold potatoes that Augustus revives Pym
 after his ordeal in 
the
 hold. Later he brings him a good—one assumes  
non-gourmet—dinner from the galley. Similarly, Dirk Peters succours
 Augustus not with recherché viands but a dozen large roasted Irish
 potatoes and water. The next
 
day he brings him “a plentiful supply of  
junk beef and pudding” (295). Ordinary food is consistently associated
 with rescue and nutritiousness, gourmet food with agony and misery
 and danger of death. Even the sumptuous edibles so lavishly provided
 by Too-wit hint of the horror
 
that is impending  on the island.
II
What, then, does all this mean—if it means anything at all? How
 
are we to interpret the use of food, especially gourmet food in the
 novel? Why does Poe give it so large a role? There are, I believe, no
 firm and specific answers to these questions, but it may be helpful to
 make some suggestions or at
 
least to ask some questions.
Is there, for instance, a biographical reason for Poe’s special
 emphasis in the Narrative on food? In 1837-1838 when Poe was
 writing the story was he particularly hungry, 
or,
 on the contrary, did he  
then emphasize gourmet food because he was enjoying it so often that
 he had become obsessed
 
with it? The biographical records provide little  
support for either 
theory.
 Much of  the tale was written in 1837 while  
Poe was still in Richmond, the rest after he had come to New York
 City.2 At the time he apparently was reasonably prosperous but not
 exceptionally affluent. Was he missing the fine dinners of Richmond
 or enjoying the delights of New York seafood? There is, alas, no firm
 evidence. It is interesting, however, that at
 
the  time  Poe wrote the later  
portion, he was living at Sixth Avenue and Waverly Place, where Mrs.
 Clemm 
ran
 a boarding house.3
On another level, however, the emphasis on fine food may have
 real biographical relevance. 
As
 has been pointed out, Pym’s rich,  
disapproving old grandfather in part represents Poe’s foster-father Allan;
 the young Pym leaving home without permission is partially Poe
 himself.4 Moreover, as Marchand has argued, throughout his life
 
Poe  
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thought of himself as the kind of aristocratic
 
fine gentleman  who  would  
naturally be a
 
connoisseur of fine  foods and fine wines.5 Yet for much  
of his career he 
was
 in or near want. The  contrast between the gourmet  
food and drink that Pym and Augustus (both partial alter egos
 
of Poe)  
find and the circumstances of utter want
 
and  degradation in which they  
consume them may well relate to 
the
 ironic dichotomy between what  
Poe
 
considered his rightful station and tastes and the harsher actualities  
of his life. It is striking that in the surprisingly large number of Poe’s
  other stories in which gourmet food and drink play significant roles
 such commestibles, though frequently treated humorously, are almost
 always associated with pain and disaster. Look particularly, for
 instance, at “Thou Art the
 
Man,” “Dr. Tarr and Professor Fether,” “Bon  
Bon,” “Lionizing,” “The Angel of the Odd,” “King Pest,” and “The
 Cask of Amontillado.” We may dismiss as mere fantasy, I think,
 Marie Bonaparte’s suggestion that Pym’s hunger and thirst in the hold
 of the
 
Grampus is a memory of Poe’s own prenatal experience of being  
carried in the womb of a sickly mother,6 but there remains the
 intriguing fact that, according to Hervey Allen (p. 674), Poe seems in
 his last delirium to have imagined himself facing, like Pym, “the
 horrors of shipwreck,
 
of thirst,  and  of drifting away to unknown seas of  
darkness.” His calling for
 
Reynolds at that time suggests that in these  
last moments his mind went back to Reynolds’ book and very likely to
 the story he himself had based partly on that book. What does that
 indicate?
Or should we turn to Poe’s sources for an explanation of the
 
unusual emphasis in the Narrative on food? Certainly, as various
 scholars have pointed
 
out, Poe borrowed a number  of  his edibles from  
his minor sources.7 More important, his principal source—Benjamin
 Morrell’s A Narrative of Four Voyages8—constantly emphasizes the
 gastronomical delights that Morrell and his shipmates find on their
 various
 
landings. Every  port or island offers them new foods, many of  
the
 
foods (such as Galapagos turtles  and bêche-de-mer) precisely those  
that appear in Poe’s tale. But it is hard to believe that foods in Poe’s
 resonant
 
tale are merely mechanical  borrowings from Morrell. Morrell  
obviously has none of the symbolic, dramatic, and ironic purpose of
 Poe. He is merely detailing, for the use of future shipmasters, what
 supplies and trade articles can be obtained at the various ports and
 islands
 
he visited.
Should we, then, look to more recondite explanations? The food,
 for instance, can be seen as part of a social comment. Pym’s
 grandfather
 
is a capitalist par excellence. Captain Barnard is an upper ­
6
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bourgeois entrepreneur, the boys idle scions of the well-to-do. Hinz
 
points out
 how
 Pym fatuously mouths all the clichés of  his class.9 On  
the ship, however, comes the bloody
 
revolution, with murder and exile  
of all
 
who oppose it. Having seized control, the mate and mutineers for  
a brief time become themselves the aristocrats and sit in the cabin
 drinking
 
the captain’s liquor and  eating his fine stores. But soon, in an  
equally bloody counter-revolution, Pym and Augustus, aided by
 halfbreed Peters (whose
 
mixture  of blood may be related  to his divided  
social loyalties), regain the vessel and the stores. But the ship can no
 longer navigate, and when 
they
 resume eating their  olives and drinking  
their port wine, it
 
is in desperate danger  and abject  misery. They have  
regained control, but at what cost! Perhaps symbolically,
 
they alternate  
between eating upper-class dainties and the horrors of cannibalism. A
 Marxist
 
might make much of this.
One need not, however, 
view
 the edibles as part of a specifically  
political or social allegory. Their basic purpose and function may be
 fundamentally ironical. The starving rich eat their fine foods in
 ironically horrible circumstances. There is, as
 
Thompson has cogently  
argued, 
a
 linking in Poe’s fiction of Gothic terror  with a kind of grimly  
comic absurdity.10 Surely we find this when we see Pym, dying of
 thirst in his 
box
 in the  hold, drinking French liqueur. And Hinz (pages  
380 and 388) points out the comic irony inherent in the fact that the
 ghastly murder and eating of Parker were not really necessary. Indeed,
 in practically the next moment Peters and Pym are enjoying “a truly
 delicate repast” of olives, ham, madeira, and turtle rescued from the
 storeroom only a few feet from where
 
the grisly  cannibalism had taken  
place. The grim irony—or what Thompson (p. xi) calls the
 “peversity”—is obvious. Is
 
Poe, then,  primarily an ironist?
Or, we may ask, 
is
 the food a part of a mythic ritual? Are the  
mixed dainties and horrors elements in the ordeal through which the
 hero-with-a-thousand-faces
 
must pass  on his mythic life  voyage? Is his  
progress, as Davidson implies, from 
the
 unreality of the epicurean fare  
to the horrible truth of reality,11 
from
 roast mutton to palpitating  
entrails? Or are there Christian resonances in the fact that before their
 miraculous “salvation” and banquet
 
of wine and olives  Pym and  Peters  
must drink the blood
 
and  eat the fl sh of a man chosen  by fate  to die  for  
others?12 Perhaps,
 
moreover, the  horrid liver-like  substance dropped by  
the seagull has, as Levin suggests, Promethean connotations.13 Or
 should 
we
 hold  with Fiedler, who  remarks that the wine the  men drink,  
which at first seems like an initiatory draught into innocent
 forgetfulness,
 
induces  not strength  and joy  but weakness14 and an awful  
7
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hangover? Do we Americans search for a primitive Eden but
 
inescapably take our debilitating gourmet civilization along with us?
 We feed not on honeydew nor drink the milk of paradise but find the
 same old madeira and bottled olives—as well as the rotted flesh of the
 questers who have preceded us. But all this food and drink 
is
 strange  
and mysterious and in its way irrational. Hinz (pages 380-382)
 suggests that the story is a Menippean satire in 
which
 Poe consistently  
and purposely defeats the expectation of the reader and intentionally
 presents the efffect of a disordered world. Fine wine and preserved
 olives 
on
 a sinking hulk are, to say the least, unexpected and  seemingly  
absurd. Is 
the
 whole story a satiric attack on the stuffy, pompous Pym  
and his ilk
 
who  believe in rational conventionalities—the right foods in  
the right places? Or are the 
odd
 edibles and drinkables parts  of a general  
vision of a
 
world  in chaos? Bezanson advances a similar  suggestion—  
that the major literary merit of the Narrative 
is
 its recreation of the  
fantastic logic, or illogic, of a dream.15 Just as Alice eats and drinks
 strange things in Wonderland, so too does Pym in Terrorland. Is the
 whole novelette a gastronomical
 
nightmare?
Perhaps, however, we should not quest so far for subtleties and
 meanings, for allegory and symbolism and mythic or psychological
 significance. Perhaps we should take at face value what Poe seems, at
 least on the surface, to say in his famous critical dicta 
on
 writing for  
effect. (Obviously, of course, “effect” 
can
 be defined in many ways.)  
Even if we do take the gastronomical element of the Narrative merely
 on the level of artistic device, we can still find it vibrantly important.
 The nightmarish collocation of gourmet food with shipwreck and
 cannibalism and strange adventures in far places is a highly worked
 artifice that engulfs us in its ironic, absurd, and horrific ambience.
 Even is this is all Poe intended (that word, I realize, is also a red flag),
 he achieved his purpose splendidly.
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